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S1. Proposed UDA Protocols

Unlike domain-adaptive (DA) semantic segmentation
[5, 7, 8], for DA action detection, there is no standard UDA
training/validation protocol available [1]. The main rea-
son is the lack of suitable pairs of source and target do-
mains (datasets) which have common action classes. Agar-
wal et al. [1] proposed two UDA protocols (UCF-Sports
→ UCF-101, JHMDB → UCF-101) which are limited to
only three/four sports-related actions (e.g., “diving”, “golf-
swing”, “horse-riding”, “skate-boarding”). Besides, UCF-
Sports [1], UCF-101 [1] and JHMDB [1] datasets are quite
outdated. In this work, firstly we propose a new UDA
protocol AVA-Kinetics → AVA which uses two recent ac-
tion detection datasets, AVA-Kinetics [10] and AVA [6].
These new datasets are more large-scale and diversified as
compared to UCF-Sports, UCF-101 and JHMDB, and thus,
would be useful to learn better generalizable representation
useful for adaptation task. Moreover, we propose two new
action detection datasets, IhD-1 and IhD-2 which allow us
two explore several new UDA protocols as shown in Table
S1. Please note, our proposed UDA framework allows us
to consider a wider range of action classes by leveraging
an auxiliary source domain and it is not limited to a cer-
tain kind of actions. Our new datasets could be also useful
for suspicious action detection. For instance, we introduce
a set of new action classes (carryBag, dropBag and leave-
Bag), where carryBag: “person carrying a bag”, dropBag:
“person dropping a bag on the floor”, leaveBag: “person
leaving a bag unattended”. These actions quite often per-
formed in a sequnetail manner. Among these three actions,
two of them are regular actions, i.e., carryBag and dropBag.
But, leaveBag might be a suspicious one.

We hope, our proposed UDA protocols facilitate explor-
ing new research directions in domain-adaptive action de-
tection.

S1.1. Dataset Creation

A real-world setting highly influences our dataset cre-
ation process in which access to the target domain data is
limited. That is, the target domain videos were captured at
a private facility to which access is permitted only for a lim-
ited time resulting in a small number of actors and videos.
Furthermore, the action categories we are interested in de-
tecting in the target domain are heavily under-represented
in the source domain due to the long-tail distribution prob-
lem. Another thing to note is that there is a large variability
in actions (belonging to the same action categories) across
domains (see Fig. S1).

To address these two problems, we propose a new UDA
framework that facilities the model training by providing
ground-truth supervision from an auxiliary source domain
(ASD). ASD alleviates the long-tail distribution by inject-
ing more training samples of those classes which are under-
represented in the source domain. The videos of the ASD
are captured in a public place that is easily accessible with-
out restriction, allowing us to capture more videos with
multiple actors. Since we have access to the unlabeled train-
ing data of the target domain and thus, we already know:
what are the actions present there, roughly their appearance
and motion patterns. We make use of these priors to gen-
erate the videos of the ASD. More specifically, we record
videos of those action classes which are present in the target
domain, and try to resemble (as much as possible) the action
scenes of the target domain while recording the videos for
ASD. To this end, we create two in-house action detection
datasets (IhD): (1) IhD-1 and (2) IhD-2.
IhD-1. The videos of IhD-1 are recorded in a public place
which is easily accessible without any restrictions. Same
action scene is recorded using two cameras to get two dif-
ferent view of the same scene. Fig. S2 illustrates two dif-
ferent views of the same scene. It facilitates adaptation
across scenes within the same domain. We keep this set-
ting for future exploration and use only videos from one
view in this work. To induce diversity, we use three dif-
ferent backgrounds and five different subjects (actors) (see



Table S1: UDA protocols used in this work for training and evaluation of the proposed domain-adaptive action detection
model. ASD: auxiliary source domain, MS: main paper submission. The “Table” column shows the table number in which
the experimental results are reported for a particular UDA protocol. The “+” symbol denotes the sample mixing step between
the primary and auxiliary source domains. For training, labeled samples from source domain (positioned at the left side of the
arrow →), and unlabeled samples from the target domain (positioned at the right side of the arrow →) are used. Validation is
always done on the target domain validation set.

UDA Protocol classes labels ASD Table

AVA-Kinetics → AVA 6 bend/bow, lie/sleep, run/jog, sit & stand, walk - MS:2
AVA-Kinetics → IhD-2 3 touch, throw, take a photo - MS:2
AVA-Kinetics → IhD-2 8 carryBag, dropBag, leaveBag, stand, take a photo, throw, touch, walk - MS:3
IhD-1 → IhD-2 8 carryBag, dropBag, leaveBag, stand, take a photo, throw, touch, walk - MS:3
AVA-Kin+IhD-1 → IhD-2 8 carryBag, dropBag, leaveBag, stand, take a photo, throw, touch, walk IhD-1 MS:3

Kinetics AVA IhD-2

Action class: bend / bow

Action class: jump / leap

Action class: run / jog

Figure S1: Illustrating large variability of action instances of the
same class across three different domains (or datasets): Kinet-
ics (public), AVA (public) and IhD-2 (private). For maintaining
anonymity, we cover the subject faces.

Fig. S3) . Moreover, actors change their clothes alterna-
tively in-between two action scenes to bring variations in

View 1 View 2

Figure S2: Action scenes are recorded using two camera from
two different viewing angles. Two sample frames captured from
two different views of the same action scene are shown here. Sam-
ples belong to the IhD-1 private dataset proposed in this work. For
maintaining anonymity, we cover the subject faces.

the appearance. We generate action videos of co-occurring
action instances (of same or different action classes) to sim-
ulate real-world scenarios. Fig. S4 shows some examples
of co-occurring action instances.
IhD-2. The videos of IhD-2 were recorded in a private area
and access to the place is limited. That is multiple entries
are not allowed and there is a strict time limit to capture
some sample videos. Also, due to security reasons, only
two subjects or actions are allowed to perform different ac-
tions. Due to these limitations, IhD-2 (target domain) has
very view train and validation samples with less diversity in
the training set.
Video Annotation Process. We use the VoTT (Visual Ob-
ject Tagging Tool) [11] to annotate the videos of IhD-1 and
IhD-2. Two human annotators were assigned for the an-
notation task. First, the videos are loaded to VoTT and
key-frames are selected for annotation. For each video,
key-frames are selected at a frame rate of 4 FPS. For in-
stance, video with 30 seconds duration would have 120 key
frames. For each key-frame, bounding box annotations and
their corresponding class labels are provided. For generat-
ing dense frame-level annotation, we guide the annotation
process by a YOLO-V5[2] person detector. More specif-
ically, we propagate the key-frame ground truth bounding
boxes in time for the regular frames by using a simple track-
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Figure S3: Five subjects and three backgrounds are used in IhD-1 dataset. For maintaining anonymity, we cover the subject faces.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure S4: Sample frames from IhD-1 dataset demonstrating co-occurring action instances. (a) “take-photo”, “stand”; (b) “touch”,
“walk”, (c) “walk”, “throw”, and (d) “keep-bag-unattended”, “throw”. Bounding boxes depict ground truth annotations. Each unique color
denote an action class. For maintaining anonymity, we cover the subject faces and any relevant information.

ing algortihm. The tracking algorithm first localize the ac-
tion instances in the first key-frame using the VoTT ground
truth boxes. Next, for each regular frame where there is no
ground truth box available, it picks the YOLO-V5 bound-
ing boxes and match them with the previous key-frame’s

ground truth boxes. The set of best matched boxes are used
as ground truth boxes for the current frame. The matching
is done based on the intersection-over-union (IoU) scores
among the ground truth and YOLO-V5 boxes. For a sanity
check of the YOLO-V5 person detector, we run inference



Figure S5: Samples per class for datasets AVA-Kinetics (5 classes) and IhD-1 (8 classes), IhD-2 (8 classes) for respective train and
validation sets.

Figure S6: Samples per class for datasets AVA-Kinetics (6 classes) and AVA (6 classes) for respective train and validation sets.

on the AVA-Kinetics validation set and found that the re-
call to be very high. For both IhD-1 and IhD-2 videos are
recorded with a frame rate of 30 FPS. The spatial dimension
of the video frames is 920× 1080 pixels.

Dataset Statistics. We use the following datasets in this
work: (1) AVA-Kinetics (6 classes), (2) AVA (6 classes), (3)
AVA-Kinetics (3 classes), (4) IhD-2 (3 classes), (5) AVA-
Kinetics (5 classes), (6) IhD-1 (8 classes), and (7) IhD-2
(8 classes). AVA-Kinetics-6, -3, and -5 are the subsets of
the original AVA-Kinetics dataset and thus they belong to
the same domain. AVA-6 is a subset of the original AVA
dataset. IhD-2-3 is the subset of the proposed IhD-2-8
dataset. Fig S5, S6, and S7 show the bar plots depicting

the per-class sample distribution for the training and valida-
tion sets for these datasets.
Please note in Fig. S5, the number of training samples
for classes “take-photo” and “throw” are very less in the
source domain (AVA-Kinetics) and restricted target domain
(IhD-2). Our proposed ASD helps alleviate these data im-
balance issue by injecting labeled training samples for these
classes. Although, there are sufficient number of training
samples available for class “touch” in the source domain,
but due to large variability between the source and target
domain’s data distribution, the adaptation from the source to
target domain is ineffective. Our ASD address this domain
shift by generating more training samples of “touch” action



Figure S7: Samples per class for datasets AVA-Kinetics (3 classes) and IhD-2 (3 classes) for respective train and validation sets.

Figure S8: Qualitative DA action detection results of our proposed model trained on UDA protocol AVA-Kin+IhD-1 → IhD-2. Sample
detection results are shown on the validation set of IhD-2 dataset. Our DA-AIM can successfully detect action classes such as “take-a-
photo”, “touch”, “throw” and “stand”. For maintaining anonymity, we cover the subject faces and any relevant information.

in a setting where the action scenes resembles to the tar-
get domain’s scenes. Furthermore, for the missing actions
such as “carry-bag”, “drop-bag” and “leave-bag”, our ASD
provides more lableled traing samples to provide better su-
pervision to the model. One important thing to note that, al-
though the plot shows more number of training samples for
“bag” related actions in the target domain (IhD-2), but these
samples are homogeneous (or less diversified). That is, the
action scenes in these video frames have limited number of
actors, backgrounds due to the fact that the target domain
has very limited access. One the other hand, the ASD’s
samples are more diversified with more number of actors,
backgrounds.

S2. Pretrained Weights for UDA

We use SlowFast [4] as our backbone network. There
are pretrained weights publicly avaibale for SlowFast at
pySlowFast [3]. These pretrained weights are generated by
training the SlowFast network on the AVA-Kinetics dataset.
Since, we use AVA-Kinetics videos as primary source do-
main, we do not want to show undue bias towards Kinet-
ics [9] dataset, we pretrain SlowFastR50 for video clas-
sification task on MiT dataset [12]. We will make the
pretrained weights publicly available upon the acceptance
of paper. MiT dataset [12] consits of 305 action/event
classes. It has 727,305 training videos and 30,500 testing
videos. We train the SlowFast network on MiT using 8
GPUs (GeForce RTX 2080 TI) for 10 days.



Figure S9: Qualitative DA action detection results of our proposed model trained on UDA protocol AVA-Kin+IhD-2 → IhD-1. Sample
detection results are shown on the validation set of IhD-1 dataset. Our DA-AIM can successfully detect action classes such as “touch”,
“throw”, “take-a-photo”, “stand” and “walk”. For maintaining anonymity, we cover the subject faces and any relevant information.

Table S2: Comparison of the source-only model perfor-
mance with the proposed DA-AIM. The source-only model
is trained on the AVA-Kinetics dataset. The DA-AIM is
trained following the proposed UDA protocol AVA-Kinetics
→ IhD-1. Both the models are evaluated on the validation
set of IhD-1. Note that the proposed UDA protocol helps
improving the action recognition performance for certain
classes (“throw”, “touch” and “walk”) on the unseen target
domain samples.

Models stand take-photo throw touch walk mAP

Source-only 41.0 94.3 46.6 15.3 60.9 51.6
DA-AIM 22.2 94.0 47.4 33.4 68.6 53.1

S3. Additional Quantitative Results

S3.1. Effectiveness of the proposed UDA protocol

In this section, we discuss the benefits of the proposed
UDA protocol AVA-Kinetics → IhD-1. For this UDA pro-

tocol, we have created a new action detection dataset IhD-1.
Please refer to S1.1 for information on dataset creation. In
Tab. S2, we report the results of the source-only and DA-
AIM models. The DA-AIM is trained following the pro-
posed UDA protocol AVA-Kinetics → IhD-1. Note that the
proposed UDA protocol helps improving the action recog-
nition performance for certain classes (“throw”, “touch”
and “walk”) on the unseen target domain samples.

S3.2. DA-AIM improves pseudo-labels

In this section, confusion matrices (real-labels vs.
pseudo-labels) of different UDA models are presented. Fig.
S10 compares the confusion matrices of two different mod-
els. The models are trained following the AVA-Kinetics →
IhD-2 UDA protocol on three classes. The pseudo-label-
only model (Fig. S10a) is trained using only pseudo-labels
without the DA-AIM. The DA-AIM model (Fig. S10b) is
trained following the proposed approach. Note that the bias
from the pseudo-labels in the pseudo-label-only model is is
rectified by the DA-AIM approach.



(a) Pseudo-Labeling (alone) (b) DA-AIM

Figure S10: Comparison of confusion matrices (real-labels vs.
pseudo-labels) of two different UDA approaches. These two mod-
els are trained on AVA-Kinetics →IhD-2. The first model (a) is
trained using only pseudo-labels without the proposed adaptation
approach. The second model (b) is trained following the proposed
DA-AIM approach. Note, our proposed DA-AIM helps improving
the quality of the pseudo labels.

However, sometimes due to the presence of the under-
represented or missing classes, an auxiliary source domain
is required. In Fig. S11, we compare the confusion ma-
trices of pseudo-labels from 4 different models. Significant
improvements of pseudo-label accuracy can be observed af-
ter introducing auxiliary source domain IhD-1 coupled with
the proposed DA-AIM.

S4. Qualitative Results
Fig. S8 and S9 present qualitative DA action detection

results of our proposed model trained on UDA protocols
AVA-Kin+IhD-1 → IhD-2 and AVA-Kin+IhD-2 → IhD-1
respectively. Sample detection results are shown on the re-
spective target domain’s validation frames. Note that, the
proposed DA-AIM model can successfully detect action
classes such as “touch”, “throw”, “take-a-photo”, “stand”
and “walk”.



(a) Pseudo-Labeling (alone): AVA-Kin (b) DA-AIM: AVA-KIN

(c) Pseudo-Labeling (alone): AVA-Kin+IhD1 (d) DA-AIM: AVA-Kin+IhD1

Figure S11: Comparison of confusion matrices (real-labels vs. pseudo-labels) of 4 different models trained on 8 action classes. Models
are trained following either AVA-Kinetics → IhD-2 (a,b); or AVA-Kinetics +IhD-1 → IhD-2 (c,d). Note that best quality pseudo-labels
are achieved when we perform auxiliary source domain based adaptation. .
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